Reno megane

Developed with Nissan by a team of French and Japanese engineers, the platform has a smaller
engine compartment - given that electric motors are smaller than ICEs, a stretched wheelbase
up to 2. The eVision sports a crossover-y design and stretches to 4. To illustrate how that
translates in real-life conditions, Renault says the battery pack would allow for a London to
Newcastle trip miles or kilometers to be completed in the same amount of time as with an ICE
car. Renault says the technical features of the chassis, battery, and electric motor have been
thoroughly tested over 3 million kilometers 1. The e-motor on the eVision concept is rated at
kilowatts horsepower and Newton-meters of torque pound-feet , allowing for kph mph
accelerations completed in less than eight seconds. In addition, a new ERS Energy Recovery
System extracts the heat generated from the engine and battery and uses it to bump up the
temperature in the cockpit when needed , so energy loss is kept in check. Groupe Renault is
looking to the future of electric mobility with its inaugural eWays event, running from 15th to
27th October Renault eWays is a forum dedicated to exploring not only the future of electric
vehicles and mobility, but also cities and technology. This dynamic hatchback features one of
the thinnest batteries on the market and a new ultra-compact powertrain providing a more
spacious interior layout. Its sophisticated features and lighting signature accentuate the
modern look of the car, moving things in a new direction for electric vehicles in use, size and
design, as well as energy efficiency. We fully leveraged the potential of pure electric platform to
re-invent the classical hatchback in an emotional way. With the thinnest battery on the market, a
4. We took our year best-seller and took it to the future. This is just the beginning; a whole new
generation of innovation-packed electric vehicles is to come. Vision â€” a new generation of
electric vehicles Renault is able to draw upon 10 years of expertise and experience in designing,
manufacturing and selling electric vehicles, bringing the advantages of more efficient, cleaner
vehicles to the masses. Since , more than , electric vehicles have been sold in Europe, leading
the sector and attracting an increasing number of customers thanks to models like ZOE, Twizy,
Kangoo Z. Earlier this year, Renault unveiled the innovative Renault MORPHOZ concept â€” a
versatile, modular and autonomous electric concept car â€” which demonstrated a vision of
what this change could look like. Part of this plan involves the development of smart charging
solutions to support the stability of the electrical grid and reduce costs for owners. Charging
will be triggered at the optimum time to avoid overloading the grid and promote the use of
renewable energy. Also under development is vehicle to grid V2G technology that allows a
parked vehicle to transfer excess energy from its battery to the grid. This new platform was
specifically designed by the Alliance and has been rigorously tested over three million
kilometres in France and Japan. The future electric vehicles that will sit on this platform will
benefit from innovations in energy management, interior space and the onboard experience.
The CMF-EV platform accommodates a variety of vehicle bodies â€” from low saloons to larger
SUVs â€” with different modular batteries can be fitted vertically and horizontally. What will be
consistent across all vehicles based on the CMF-EV platform is a flat floor, boosting interior
practicality and modularity thanks to the lack of an exhaust system or standard transmission,
making room for a more versatile cabin. It is also modular in length with a wheelbase up to 2.
The flexibility of the CMF-EV platform is further demonstrated by the ability to accommodate a
second rear engine for more powerful four-wheel drive models. The engine compartment is
more compact when compared with traditional combustion-engined vehicles, enabling an
extended wheelbase with wheels pushed further to the edges of the vehicle, resulting in a much
roomier cabin environment as well as more aesthetic design. Slimline batteries located beneath
the floor of the vehicle ensure a low centre of gravity for a responsive and engaging driving
experience, while the more powerful batteries enable a longer driving range and reduced
charging times. An innovative feature of these newly designed batteries is that they are
structural and form an integral part of the car, helping to absorb energy in the event of a side
collision. The battery thickness can be altered in order to best suit the car, meaning particular
models can be designed to be perfectly fit for purpose. For example, a compact vehicle can be
truly compact, while remaining highly efficient with increased driving range and improved
energy efficiency. An optimised water-cooling Energy Recovery System has been developed for
the engine, battery and passenger compartment, capturing the heat of the engine and battery to
heat the passenger compartment without using energy from the battery. This ensures the
driving range is not impacted by cold weather, maximising all available energy. Its muscular and
low stance makes it highly aerodynamic and is finished off with detailed design elements and
large alloy wheels. The hatchback body houses one of the thinnest batteries on the market and
an ultra-compact powertrain that gives an exceptionally roomy interior in a compact footprint
just 4. The 60kWh battery ensures long driving range, while its low, aerodynamic body
significantly reduces consumption. DC charging â€” up to kW â€” allows for faster charging.
This all combines to ensure the Megane eVision delivers the kind of performance and range

expected of a much larger, more expensive electric car while retaining a highly practical yet
compact exterior. It takes inspiration and details from the MORPHOZ concept car with
sophisticated and aerodynamic features, combined with soft, flowing lines and precise details.
The large wheels, body height and robust design are reminiscent of an SUV, while short
overhangs and long wheelbase ensure a compact look, set off by a sporty spoiler and
aluminium diffuser. At the centre, an illuminated Renault logo highlights the electric motor,
while a transparent charging socket with illumination shows the level of charge on the vehicle.
Inspired by the MORPHOZ concept, smooth, flush grilles are fitted on the lower part of the front
end and on the sides of the vehicle, while side air scoops on the lower part of the front bumper
create an air curtain and promote aerodynamic flow around the wheel arches. The highly
sculpted bonnet features two air inlets, enhancing the illuminated Renault logo, inch alloy
wheels are finished in the shape of propellor blades. The outer part of the wheel is enclosed and
aligned with the bodywork for increased aerodynamics and efficiency, while also improving
refinement. Shaded decorative lines echo the finish on the lower grilles at the front of the car,
complemented by smooth glossy black wheel arches. Crossing beams of LEDs create a
shimmering effect bringing sophistication, complementing the dynamic, flowing silhouette. The
Gold colour is also found on the air scoops on the front bumper and brake calipers. Before
entering the vehicle, the driver is greeted by a welcome sequence and lighting signature, while
new light effects appear when approaching the vehicle, bringing the contours of the vehicle to
life, while the door handles emerge from the body work automatically. Inside, the CMF-EV
platform affords a spacious and modular interior, maximising space in the front and the rear
with a flat floor, offering the kind of space normally expected in a much larger vehicle, but in a
compact hatchback. Technical In addition to offering a wide range of highly reliable cars, the
CMF-EV platform allows significant progress in the performance, range and comfort of future
electric vehicles. With an extended wheelbase, a shorter steering ratio and multi-arm rear axle,
the steering and frame gain extra flexibility and onboard comfort is increased. The electric
motor is one of the most powerful in the Renault range of any fuel type, delivering kW of power
equivalent to hp and Nm of torque, delivering acceleration from mph in under eight seconds.
The large 60kWh battery is equipped with DC charging up to kW , delivering impressive range
along with fast charging and ensuring drivers are able to cover long distances with quick
top-ups available when required for added convenience. Tudor Rus. Assistant Content Manager
- Automotive Expert - tudor topspeed. Back then, his father brought home a Trabant Kombi and
a few years later, a Wartburg At that time, he was too young to know how they worked and way
too young to drive them, but he could see one thing â€” each of them had a different ethos and
their own unique personality. As time went on, he started seeing that in other cars as well, and
his love for the automobile was born. Read More. View the full press release Hide press release.
Related Articles. What do you think? Car Finder:. Renault Megane. Competing Vehicles. Active
filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The RS uses a turbocharged 2. The
transmission is a six-speed manual. Renault's claimed combined economy is 8. It can be
disabled or recalled with a button-press, and is set in the same way as the cruise control. Other
features include automatic double optic headlights, inch alloy wheels, air conditioning, ABS
with EBD and electronic stability control. The Lux models feature metallic paint, hands free
Renault card, electronic folding mirrors, tyre pressure monitor, electronic front and rear
windows, climate control, leather upholstery, 4x15W RDS radio with CD-MP3 player and 6
speakers, front carpet mats, electronic rear view mirror, rear spoiler petrol engine models only
and inch alloy wheels over the base model. Introduced in , the Megane Renault Sport Cup
includes the Cup Chassis option, which adds drilled brake discs, red front and rear brake
calipers and increased brake master cylinder diameter, different inch wheels plus revised
stiffened steering. Other features include carbon grey interior upholstery with silver stitching.
The facelifted model introduced new safety features and minor exterior changes such as new
tapered headlights, a revised front grille and bumpers along with translucent taillights. The
Megane Renault Sport dCi is a version with a 2. The R Other features include a carbon fibre
bonnet, polycarbonate tailgate and rear side windows, Sabelt seats with carbon fibre shell and
aluminium base, 6-point harnesses, a rear spoiler, optional roll cage and an optional titanium
exhaust. The seatbelts feature pre-tensioners that will tighten the belts immediately after
impact. The engine together with Sadev 6-speed sequential gearbox is placed longitudinally
behind the cockpit. The second generation was shown at the Paris Motor Show and was used in
the Renault Eurocup starting from the season. The Megane Renault Sport features a 2.
Aluminum pedals, a Renault Sport steering wheel with thumb grips, analog rev counter and
sport seats with extra lateral complete the interior. Other features include front LED daytime
running lights and bi-xenon headlights. The Cup variant contains a number of sharpened
performance features including a stiffer chassis, track focused suspension, a limited slip

differential and a slightly lighter gross weight. The Cup is differentiated visually with painted red
brake calipers, instead of the silver calipers for the normal Sport. In Australia, the Megane R.
Leather Recaro seats, xenons headlamps and front parking sensors were available at additional
cost. The Megane R. R by 9 seconds. Production was limited to units. Renault introduced the
updates on the Trophy model to the standard Megane R. In addition to supplying the updated
car to the police, Renault introduced it for the general public as well. The 18" wheels were
changed to a new design called "Tibor", while the 19" wheels carried over from the Extreme
Blue and Sport Yellow were dropped as colour options. Other features include Red Bull decals
with additional chequiered flag decal for the RB7 Edition , inch Steeve wheels, red Brembo
brake calipers, limited slip differential, Bridgestone Potenza tyres, leather Recaro bucket seats
and a Renault Sport monitor which displays vital track day information G-Force and laptime
data. Production of the RB7 was limited to units of which 51 were destined for the Australian
market while production of the RB8 was limited to units of which 30 were destined for the UK
market. Exterior changes include a new front grille with a pronounced Renault badge, revised
front and rear bumpers, revised headlights and a new hood. The car was only available in a
single trim with an optional cup chassis package which included limited slip differential and a
firmer suspension setup. Interior updates included Renault's R-Link infotainment system which
was criticised for its joystick control. No mechanical changes were made in the facelift. The
front brakes are changed to a mm 2 piece floating rotor up 10mm while using the same calipers
and rear brakes. On the interior, the sound deadening is removed, as well as the air
conditioning, stereo, sat nav and back seats in place of which a rear brace is fitted in place. The
front seats are Recaro "pole position" fixed polycarbonate bucket seats trimmed with leather
and Alcantara with Sabelt race harness belts fitted. Other exterior features include a panoramic
roof, inch wheels, red Brembo brake calipers, and bixenon directional headlamps. On the
interior, it featured a black and white leather upholstery with white trim on the centre console,
dashboard and door handles. The seat and the floor mats feature special Monaco GP stitching.
Other exterior features include a fixed glass roof and bixenon headlights. On the interior, the car
features black leather Recaro bucket seats, satellite navigation system with 3D audio player,
climate control and a special plaque signifying the build number of the car. Production was
limited to 50 units and the car went on sale in March It was built to cebrate Renault's lap record
at the Nurburgring and only came in Liquid Yellow and Pearl White exterior colours. Other
changes included inch gloss black alloy wheels with red rim, leather trimmed Recaro front
bucket seats and Bridgestone Potenza REA tyres also used by record setting car. Sport Limited
Edition â€” The R. Sport Limited Edition was launched in March and was limited to 50 units.
Sport package which does not have limited slip differential. The engine is the same 2. The
interior was equipped with basic features such as cloth seats, manual air conditioning, parking
sensors and Bluetooth phone connectivity along with six airbags. The variant also features
Renault Sport Monitor System which lets the driver choose between various driving modes with
additional settings for throttle response. The R. Sport Limited Edition was available in an
exclusive Pacific Blue exterior colour along with silver inch alloy wheels. Trophy was unveiled
in , sharing only visual appearance with its road legal counterpart. The Trophy features a
composite body with a space frame chassis and a mid-mounted 3. The suspension system has
full adjustable dampers. The only resemblance to the road car are the headlights and taillights
along with the windscreens. The third generation of the Renault Megane R. All feature a similar
turbocharged 1. Five selectable drive-modes are available, namely Comfort, Neutral, Sport, Race
and Personal which is a customisable driving mode. The interior features a portrait style
infotainment system and red graphical display on the digital tachometer flanked by analogue
fuel and water temperature gauges. An engine revving sound is played through the speakers
when the driver opens the door of the car. Red stitching with RS badges are standard on the
interior and the Trophy model adds an Alcantara-suede trim on the steering wheel. Recaro
sports seats are optional equipment. Buyers have the choice to have a carbon fibre weave or an
Alcantara trim. The suspension system has struts up front and a torsion beam at the rear, but
its front configuration has new geometry and retains Renault Sport's PerfoHub technology,
which reduces kingpin angle offset and resists torque and bump steer. The system uses
fluid-filled shock absorbers commonly found on rally cars on the lower end of the suspension
struts and is called a damper within a damper system by the manufacturer. A sport suspension
setup is optional which features electronic brake-actuated torque vectoring system. The
entry-level Sport, features a torque-vectoring system of braking the inner wheels during a turn,
to further improve turn-in; and a passive double damping suspension system. The Trophy is
similar to the cup, but has even firmer suspension, and adds a higher-performance tune to the
engine for more power. Source: Top Gear Magazine. Depending on the speed, the system may
turn the rear wheels up to 2. When the speedo swings past 60, they turn in the same direction as

the fronts to virtually extend the wheelbase for better motorway driving stability. From
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Trafic III. Master I. Master II. Master III. The first generation was largely based on its
predecessor, the 19, and utilized modified versions of that car's drivetrain and chassis.
Development of the X64 began at the beginning of , with the first sketches of X64 programme
being drawn during the first six months of The designs retained were developed around four
themes. Theme A: a six light version, evoking the Laguna; Theme B: a model with a markedly
cuneiform line; Theme C: another design with ellipse shaped glasswork and rear notch; Theme
D: a model with the same elliptical glazing and rounded rear. In March , all four styling
proposals were developed into full scale The first prototypes were built and presented to
management in December Approximately prototypes were built at Rueil assembly and
destroyed during development. In June , Renault purchased production tooling for the X64, with
the first test unit being assembled at the Douai plant in October , and pre production units being
constructed from December to the middle of The car was essentially a reskin of its predecessor,
and carried over the 19's floorpan, engines, transmissions and chassis design, albeit with much
modification. Sales in the United Kingdom commenced in April It featured a pillar mounted
three-point seatbelt for the middle rear occupant replacing the common 'lap strap' , standard
front belt pre tensioners and load limiters, driver's airbag passenger airbag from and an
impressive [ according to whom? The car also benefited from Renault's first "System for
Restraint and Protection" SRP , essentially a system of careful optimisation of occupant
restraint by interaction of the seat, seatbelt, pretensioner, load limiter and airbag. Power came
from the Renault E type "Energy" engine in 1. Renault also produced a limited number of
Renaultsport edition Phase 1's with the Renaultsport bodywork; however, these were very rare.
The Renaultsport kit was available to purchase for a short time direct from Renault France, but
has now been discontinued, thus their value has increased. It was added with the facelift of In
Japan, Renault was formerly licensed by Yanase Co. An Estate body style was also launched in
mainland Europe with the facelift. It features as the top line of the model the LA04 engine 16
valves, 1. It is a car with more advanced safety features, upgraded equipment and more. In
Venezuela, it was only available in one version: Unique, with a five speed manual gearbox or a
four speed automatic one. Both of these were equipped with Abs and other extra equipment
including driver and passenger front airbags, foglights, leather seats, electric mirrors and
electric windows. In Argentina, not every version had features such as electric windows, electric
mirrors or airbags. This was the Clio Williams Maxi , which was the first car truly developed for
the F2 Kit Car category, and first appeared in After the works programme was discontinued,
many privateers continued to use the car. In other high level competitions, Renault took back to
back manufacturer's and driver's titles in the British Rally Championship in and , [7] [8] whilst
they also took the European Rally Championship in The two cars bear very little resemblance,
the new vehicle having been inspired by the manufacturer's new design language first seen in
the Avantime. Similarly, the option of a panoramic glass sunroof is another area in which
Renault led where others followed. In Brazil, Renault launched a flex fuel version, called
"Hi-Flex", which is able to run either with unleaded gasoline petrol or ethanol. Along with the
engine, changes were made to the front and rear suspension geometry to improve handling ,
and the model features a deeper, wider front bumper. The model was revised in January , with
changes in interior trim, specification levels and most notably, a new front nose. In , however, it
dipped to eighth place, with just over 55, examples being sold. The third generation was

launched in the end of , to keep the range competitive. No automatic transmission is offered,
with it being replaced by a continuously variable transmission. A five door estate version was
introduced in June , and was named the Sport Tourer. The suspension is made of MacPherson
struts on the front and a torsion beam on the rear. Brakes are discs on both axles. The driver
can select between five driving modes that change the car set up. Options include adaptive
cruise control, automated emergency braking, lane departure warning, speed limit warning,
blind spot monitoring, automatic headlights, reversing camera, parking sensors and a hands
free parking system. Speaking about the car, Renault's chief designer Laurens van den Acker
said, "Renault can produce cars with a Latin skin and a German heart". As standard, it
incorporates a four-wheel steering system 4Control and dual-clutch automatic gearbox with
optional paddle shifting. It also has a slightly different design for the interior and the exterior. It
has more space for the back seat passengers than the hatchback and a larger boot , with a
theoretical volume of decimetres. Depending on the market, there are two petrol engines and
three diesel engines offered, with power outputs ranging from 90 to bhp. Only the mid range
engine is suitable to be matched with the dual clutch six speed transmission. The production
version will be presented this year and will enter production in late The car uses a low-profile 60
kWh battery that is compatible with fast-charging rates of up to kW. After buying the car,
owners will subscribe to a battery replacement and charging plan based on their anticipated
mileage. Recharging was to be done at one of , spots that Project Better Place was to build and
maintain; however, a new alternative will need to be sought, due to the filing of bankruptcy on
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Megane sedan in , and it sold it in more than It was part of the Megane lineup, which also
comprised the 3-door, the 5-door, and the station wagon. Starting with January , all new cars
registered in the EU had to comply with the Euro 6d regulations. Since they had to work on the
engines and four years already passed since the car was introduced to the market, Renault
decided to work on a facelifted version. For the model, the LED technology was integrated into
the car's headlights along with the light-strip for the DRL. The front bumper was reshaped as
well, and it featured a more aggressive style with fake side-scoops in the apron and a lower
grille with four slats. Another change was the addition of two chromed, fake exhausts under the
rear bumper. Inside, the driver was welcomed by a completely new Next to it, Renault installed a
9. Renault offered the Megane Sedan with a 1. The top of the line 1. For the diesel fans, the
French carmaker installed a 1. All three engines were paired as standard to a 6-speed manual,
while the last two could have been mated to a 7-speed automatic dual-clutch gearbox. All rights
reserved. Pick brand. Designed as a four-door coupe, but with a reasonable price, the Renault
Megane sedan received a facelift in to prepare it for the pollution norms. Maksimalno 30
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Kamioni do 7. U redu. Eye-catching, razor sharp design details, born from a heritage of
motorsport and applied to a modern hot hatch, means this crowd pleaser stands out on any
road or track. The Megane R. Other high-functioning details include a bold front grille, side
extractor vents and R. Megane R. The 4 hydraulic compression stops, from the world of rallying,
ensure Megane R. Prices may vary depending on your individual circumstances. Actual prices
are set by dealers. All product information and prices are subject to change without notice.
Offer is not available for Government and fleet buyers. This calculator does not take into
account fees and charges. Use of this calculator does not imply that a particular interest rate,
loan term, deposit or balloon amount is available. All finance applications are subject to credit
approval. Terms and Conditions apply. Right now is the perfect time make the move with the
Megane R. You can now head to the track in this iconic model with remarkable driveaway prices
across the range. Hurry â€” only while stocks last! Meticulous design and soft touch finishes
accentuate the attention to detail you expect from Renault. The red and black embroidered
upholstery, leather or Alcantara door panels and sports seats make for striking comfort while
red elements accentuate finishes on the head rests, console, and steering wheel. Experience
the thrill of commanding true power. Featuring the most powerful 1. Each mode tailors, among
others, engine mapping, gear shift timing and ambient lighting to suit your mood. Get there
quicker with the R. Drive button, your shortcut to Sport or Race modes. Choose between the
Cup or Sport chassis. No matter how you like to move, the Megane R. The convenience of Easy
Park Assist and Surround Parking Sensors make parking a breeze and the Tyre Pressure
Monitor takes pressure off your mind by keeping tabs on your wheels. From performance
accessories, through to everyday drive enhancements, make moves your own way with any of
these great accessories. Your Renault dealer will be in touch real soon to arrange a day and
time with you. Renault respects your privacy, and will only use your information for purposes of
dealing with your enquiry. Motorsport in its genes. Find a dealer. Looks to thrill Eye-catching,
razor sharp design details, born from a heritage of motorsport and applied to a modern hot
hatch, means this crowd pleaser stands out on any road or track. Select your model. Solid
Glacier White. Contact dealer for pricing. Find a Dealer Get a Quote. Read more. Make your
move. Renault Peace of Mind Enjoy the simple life with drama-free driving for 5 years. You
always know what to expect. The driver's cockpit Meticulous design and soft touch finishes
accentuate the attention to detail you expect from Renault. Blink and you'll miss it Experience
the thrill of commanding true power. Choose your destiny Choose between the Cup or Sport
chassis. Safety, always first The Megane R. Make it truly yours The Megane R. Renault Rewind
Learn what shaped our brand into what it is today and what it promises to be tomorrow. Time to
get behind the wheel of the Megane R. Private buyers only. This offer cannot be combined with
any other offers in market. Renault reserves the right to vary, extend or withdraw this offer.
These driveaway offers are not available in conjunction with any other retail offers.
Demonstrator vehicles receive balance of new vehicle warranty. Home Megane R. Thank you
Your Renault dealer will be in touch real soon to arrange a day and time with you. Return to
homepage. Book a Test Drive. Your nearest Renault dealer is: Loadingâ€¦. I would like to receive
special offers and news from Renault. Privacy Collection Statement Renault respects your
privacy, and will only use your information for purposes of dealing with your enquiry. Terms

and Conditions. Your nearest dealer is Loadingâ€¦. The next generation Renault Megane, to be
launched as an electric SUV designed from the ground-up, could have a high-performance
variant with an Alpine badge and around horsepower, says a speculative report auto-moto. The
French publication says that the top-end battery pack in the Renault Megane EV could be of a
lower capacity below 90 kWh , for space and weight considerations. However, the top-end
should be a dual-motor configuration producing around hp. It expects the most
performance-focused configuration to be an Alpine variant. Thanks to the support for a fast
charger with kW charging power, it will likely be possible to achieve a range of approximately
km or miles WLTP in just half an hour at a DC charging station. Chunky proportions and
compact dimensions does the job of making it very attractive, and add slim technical lights to
the front and rear, a clean closed-off front panel and sporty bumpers to the mix, and you get a
realistic future small electric SUV unmistakably from the diamond logo brand. At 4, mm As a
model designed as an EV from the ground up, it benefits from a long wheelbase of 2, mm
Except for some four switches on the side of the steering wheel, no physical controls are to be
found on the panel. Even on the center console, it looks like there are less than ten physical
switches. The AC vent on the driver side, a giant virtual instrument cluster and a larger-than-life
centr
rotary dial phone wiring diagram
chrysler 999 automatic transmission
1980 mustang ignition wiring diagram
al display are seamlessly integrated into a single wraparound L-shaped panel inspired by the
Renault Symbioz concept. The remaining width of the dashboard is covered by sleek horizontal
air vents. The floor console is covered with glossy panels and has been designed very
elegantly. Except for the odd steering wheel, the interior looks quite stunning and this is an area
where Renault Design has been struggling for years, and if this rendering is anything close to
reality, the perception of the Renault brand would greatly improve. Update: Expect LFP
technology to power the Renault 4 and its price at the level of a petrol-engined vehicle in its
segment. The Renault Kadjar has made its spy photo debut this week. The next-gen Renault
Kadjar breaks cover early next year. Home Featured News. Pictured is the Renault Megane
eVision concept. Interior The Renault Megane EV is expected to feature a highly digital interior
as compared to current Renault models. Video Source: youtube. Related Posts.

